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Introduction
New probe, incubation and microscopy technologies are opening a new era in live cell microscopy. Increas-
ingly, live cell experimental platforms that can assay the functional mechanisms underlying complex biological 
processes are critical tools for advancing broad basic research, drug discovery and disease diagnosis. Laborato-
ries and clinics worldwide are progressing to live cell analyses and the analysis requirements are just beginning 
to be defined. It is intuitive to address these challenging applications using imperfect object tracking software. 
In many cases the tracking approach is non ideal; too slow for high throughput applications, it unnecessarily 
generates large amounts of data that indirectly answers experimental questions. In many applications (e.g. em-
bryogenesis) individual “object” tracking is simply not possible because there are no distinct “objects”. The 
phenotype has to be characterized using other methods.

We are developing spatial temporal image signal recognition technologies to detect and characterize complex, 
dynamic phenomena in microscopy movies without tracking. The technologies include 1) spatial temporal de-
composition (STD) which decomposes complex motion into constituent channels so that distinct types of 
motion can be selectively isolated; 2) event detection using (i.e. cell mitosis, wave pried, begin / end movement, 
etc.) measurements from the decomposed channels; and 3) event guided actions which perform further process-
ing triggered by the detected event (i.e. given mitotic event, allocate new children objects and end the parent 
object). The technologies are organized into a spatial temporal regulation (STR) framework that provides meth-
ods to integrate these technical elements to achieve desired outcomes such as quantitative measurement, pheno-
type discovery, phenotype scoring and event detection.

We perform an initial validation of the new STR approach using a benchmark object tracking data set containing 
three experimental conditions that we have analyzed previously using an object tracking method with good 
tracking accuracy. Our hypothesis is that the STR method and the previously validated object tracking method 
have similar results. The test results accept the hypothesis with statistical significance. We conclude that, in ad-
dition to its unique capabilities to analyze complex dynamic events, the STR method can answer experimental 
questions previously addressed using an object tracking approach. 

Spatial Temporal Decomposition

Fig 2.  STD signal channels isolate specific spatial temporal signals. A) Illustrates 
frame zero of a simulated example movie. Test objects are arrayed vertically in sets 
of three by size (small, regular and large size) and then by speed (fast, medium, 
slow). B) Illustrates an overlay composite of frames regularly sampled from the simu-
lation movie, and clearly shows the simulated objects moving at different speeds. C) 
Shows STD channel C[2,0] which isolates signal from large, fast objects. The channel 
contains large signal from the fast object in the large set in B), and a small signal from 
the fast, regular sized object in B). 

The signal channels can be segmented to create masks, and measurements on those 
masks convey information about the strength of the particular spatial-temporal signal. 
Many signal channels can be created for an application, and the signal channels can 
be further refined and combined with one another. Signal channel measurements can 
be classified using a temporal classifier to detect events and phenotypes of interest. 
These techniques can enable high throughput phenotype discovery and scoring in 
time-lapse images. 

Fig. 1.  This study primarily uses the spatial temporal decomposition (STD) technol-
ogy. Spatial temporal signal channels C[s,t] are derived from spatial and temporal 
bandpass channels, that are created by down-sampling the movie in time and space 
and then recombining. In the chart, S is the number of down-sampling in space, and 
T is the number of down-sampling in time. From the bandpass channels, specific 
signal channels can be created to isolate specific types of motion. For example, the 
C[1,2] signal channel will show regular or medium sized object that move slowly. 

The signal channels themselves can be processed, thresholded and measured. Tem-
poral classifiers can be applied to create event and phenotype detectors.  

Materials and Methods

Fig 3 .   Three movies from a collaborating lab are used in this study. The phase con-
trast movies show bacteria moving in a flow chamber across a protein substrate (1 
pixel = 0.877 µm, 27 frames per second). The researchers have shown previously that 
bacteria to substrate binding affinity is inversely related to the shear stress in the 
chamber1. The stresses used in this study are 0.02 Pa (most movement), 0.1 Pa, and 
one movie that shows a change in stress from 0.2 Pa to 2 Pa (least movement).

Currently the researchers use an early SVCell tracking prototype (SVCell 1.0α, SVision 
LLC) to track all the bacteria individually (individual object tracking overlays shown in 
A). Stable bacteria are identified as those that do not move 1 µm within 0.25 second 
window. The % moving ratio is the experimental metric recorded at each time frame.

We compare the validated SVCell tracking result with a new STD result. The STD result 
is calculated using the high temporal resolution channels for all size objects C[s,0], 
and the C[0,2] for small, slow and non moving objects. In C) C[s,0] is shown overlain 
on the original images (images were inverted for STR processing). The % moving ratio 
is reported at each time frame, and the results for two methods are compared for sta-
tistical significance using the student’s t-test at the 5% significance level. 

Results

Fig 4.  STD performance correlates 
well with tracking performance. 
Trace plots show the ratio of the 
number of moving bacteria to the 
total number of bacteria in the 
image frame over time for the three 
movies under three different shear 
conditions. By eye, the two methods 
appear to have the same trend, and 
quantitatively correlate with pearson 
coefficients of 0.746, 0.341, and 
0.981 for the three shear conditions 
0.1 Pa, 0.02 Pa and 0.2 Pa change 
to 2.0 Pa respectively.  Importantly, 
the STD method is able to detect an 
abrupt change in motion in the third 
case involving a change in shear 
stress. 

Fig 5.  Statistical analysis of the 
trace data shows no significant dif-
ference at the 5% significance level 
between the two methods (student’s 
t-test). Graphic shows the mean % 
of bacteria which are moving for the 
entire movie at each shear stress. 
Error bars show + 1 standard devia-
tion. 

Conclusion
STR methods are designed to be useful for challenging applications where tracking is difficult or not possible 
such as embryogensis, and animal models such as Dictyostelium. In addition, this preliminary study has 
shown that the approach can also be useful for applications where researchers might be inclined to use a non-
ideal object tracking approach. For many applications, particularly high throughput phenotype scoring appli-
cations, the STR approach can provide sensitive event detection capabilities with higher accuracy, faster 
analysis speed, and lower data storage and handling requirements (data not presented) than object tracking ap-
proaches. 
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